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CÓRDOBA
THE PROVINCE

It is one of the 24 political
jurisdictions that make up the
Argentine Republic.

It has an area of 165,321 km².

It has a population of 3,308,876
inhabitants

Cordoba integrates the Central
Region together with the provinces of
Santa Fe and Entre Rios.
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It has an area of 165,321 km².

It has a population of 3,308,876
inhabitants

Cordoba integrates the Central
Region together with the provinces of
Santa Fe and Entre Rios.

It is the essential step of the bioceanic
corridor, with similar distances from the

Pacific and the Atlantic ports and very
close to the production sources.

+ info



PRODUCTIVE DIVERSITY
AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Worldwide
1st peanut exporter
8th corn producer
9th soy producer

In the country
1st dairy maker
1st corn producer
1st peanut maker
1st sorghum producer
2nd soy producer
2nd wheat producer
2nd pig producer
3rd producer of cattle

Grain Campaign
2018/2019

Total: 41,591,221 tons

Soy: 15,885,860 tons.
Corn: 19,621,271 tons.
Sunflower: 57,265 tons.
Peanuts: 1,061,278 tons.
Sorghum: 1,450,209 tons.
Wheat: 3,515,338 tons.
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PRODUCTIVE DIVERSITY

30%
national motor

vehicle production
(FCA – RENAULT - IVECO – NISSAN)

Production in 2018
ARGENTINA

466,000 cars

METALLURGICAL , METAL-MECHANIC AND  AUTOMOTIVE

30%
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Production in 2018
ARGENTINA

466,000 cars

35%
National production

of agricultural machinery

+ info



PRODUCTIVE DIVERSITY
FOOD

Cordoba has a great potential in the food sector and is the
producer of agricultural food par excellence.

This characteristic, as well as a constant policy of boosts for
the agricultural and industrial sectors, have allowed to
stand out in different fields, achieving in some cases
international scope
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stand out in different fields, achieving in some cases
international scope

• Dairy products
• Flours and oils (AGD)
• Candies and sweets (Arcor)
• Meats

+ info



PRODUCTIVE DIVERSITY
TECHNOLOGICAL SECTOR, SOFTWARE Y TIC

+300
Companies

Ocupation
+ 12.000

employees

Ocupation
+ 12.000

employees

Projection
+3,000

News jobs / year

Today this industry, with high
exporting profile, place its
products in more than 15

countries, where the USA is the
main destination.

+ info



TOURISM
PRODUCTIVE DIVERSITY

7,000,000
Tourists/ year

2nd
national tourist

destination

Cordoba is one of the main
touristic regions in the
country, famous for its
combination of valleys,
pampas, hills, mountains and
rivers, as well as being the
venue of cultural and sports
events of world level.
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+250.000
Students in
universities

98,5 %
Literacy

EDUCATION
The economic and productive development is

possible due to the educational system at all levels
that the province of Cordoba has.

14
universities

+250.000
Students in
universities

98,5 %
Literacy

+ info



CONNECTIONS WITH
THE WORLD

2nd
National air Hub

+ 550
Weekly flights

+ 550
Weekly flights

16
International destinations to keep  the

connection with the main cities in the world

+ info



INFRAESTRUCTURE

ELECTRICITY: Total productive capacity amounts to 1,853.3 MW.

GAS NATURAL: The plan to bring the service to the entire province was completed.
Extension: 2.943 km – Scope 228 cities and 97.8% of the population.

CONNECTIVITY: They tend more than 5,000 kms of fiber optic

DRINKING WATER: Works are carried out to provide water to the entire
Province

+ info



Thank you

“Cordoba improve any offer for investments to arrive"

cordobaproduce.cba.gov.ar


